
F'ig. 5 shows a boot sole with steel calks attached, for the 
use of pedestrians in winter weather or when scaling the 
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snowy tops of mountains or 
crossing glaciers. These 
calks are readily arranged 
to screw into plates fast
ened to the iole and heel of 
the boot, and are then re
mova ble at will. In walk-
ing over ice, these or simi-

1)",,/.(:,,/1'. lar appliances are indispen-
sable; and many bruises, and sometimes limbs and even 
lives, have been saved by their use. 

J citutific �mtricau. 
to better their condition, gave in lower prices; Tom, how
ever, kept the lead, always managing by shrewdness, luck, 
or whatever else it may be termed, to take every job he bid 
for. Nothing daunted, however, his fellow workmen con
tinued to compete, thus compelling Tom to either reduce 
his prices or lose the work. Some of the competitors bid 
because they would be satisfied if, by worldng piecework, 
they could increase their pay only twenty.five per cent: 
others competed upon general principles,saying that, if Tom 
could do it, they could. At length,however, Tom's repeated 
success discouraged competition, not, however, without 
raising some little feeling among the men, on account of his 
having, as was charged, cut the prices of the work down. 
This charge was scarcely fair, since it was in consequence 
of the competition of others that the prices had been reduced. 
It cannot, however, be denied that, since Tom was always 
the lowest, he was the most instrumental in the reduction of Employers and Trade Untons In England. 

h h' . I prices. notwithstanding the fact t at lS pnce was as a ru e 
To the Editor of the Scientific American: remarkably close to th'3 next lower one. But the feeling 

Intelligence having been received from England that the among the men did not amount to positive estriL�gement, 
Amalgamated Society of Engineers is in dispute with tbe and it only found vent in upbraiding Tom by statements that 
employers, on the question of the re-introduction of the sys- he was ruining the trade and injuring the other workmen. 
tem of piecework, which dispute has culminated in one At length, however, Tom began to make from 60 to 70 per 
strike, with the probability of the occurrence of others, I cent more than his day's wages would have been: and this 
take the opportunity of ventilating this question a little,pre- notwithstanding that the prices of his work had been very 
mising my remarks by stating that they are based upon per· m�terially reduced since the piecework began. He inno. 
sonal knowledge of the actual facts. As a rule the editors cenely btllieved that the unusually low cost of his work,and 
of ne wspapers have very little mercy upon trades' unions, the un,usually lIu�ge amount of his earnings, would open the 
and this has been often sa1.d to be because the interests of eyes of his employers to his expertness, to the methods by 
newspapers lie with the employers of labor. This I believe which he saved time and work, or to whatever other cause 
to be a mistake, for even a mechanical newpaper has as large nuLy have enabled him to do so well. How far this was the 
a circulation among workmen as it has among employers.' case, he learned by an intimation that the prices of his work 
The truth is rather that employers are more apt to avail must be rednced because no piecework man wa! allowed in 
themselves of the press, to present their side of the ques- that shop to earn more than 50 per cent more than his ordi
tion to the public, and workmen are not usually skillful as nary daily wages. He pleaded that the cost of his work was 
writers or as special pleaders. Fluthermore, editors, having at least 50 per cent less than the large quantity of the same 
no knowledge of 'the rea.l evils of piecework (for piece work kind of work being done in the same shop by men who had 
has its evils),and not being enlightened thereon by the work- had from 7 to 15 years' experience on it. He was told it 
men themselves, whose interest it is to ventilate that side of didn't matter what time the day's work men had taken, nor 
the question only, cannot be expected to form an equitable what their work had cost, or was now costing; he was 
judgment upon the issues involved. • 

ruaking too much money, and must reduce his prices. He 
All the real causes of the opposition of trades' unions to urged thll.t, since no one else woul d take the work at so low 

the introduction of piecework will be found to be eluci· a price as his, he could not perceive why he should be called 
dated in the following recital of facts, in which it will be upon to still further reduce the price; and he was informed 
made apparent that, between employers and employed, there that he must either reduce the prices of all th03e kinds of is, so far as abstract justice between them is concerned, but work on which he tlarned more than 50 per cent above ordi. 
little to choose, and that the balance, if any there be, is de- nary day's wages, or else he would be put back to day's 
cidedly in favor of the workmen, excepting in so far as acts work on his old day wages; and as an alternative he had 
of violence are conctlrned; and the occurrence of theEe acts to reduce the prices. 
is due only to the fact that a strike or lockout renders the Now, this was not a new shop, or one in which a constant 
condition of the workman a positively desperate one, whert>as change of work was had; but, on the contrary, there had 
to the employer it is a mere question of his capital lying probably never been, at any one time during the then pre. 
idle. ceding 15 years, less than 70 workmen in that shop who 

Public opinion is l&?gely influenced by the publications of were employed on the same kind of work, many of whom 
such wOlks of fiction as Charles Reade's" Put Yourself in had been engaged for years on precisely the same jobs from 
his Place," in which injustice is done to the workman, not the selfsame drawings. Tom learned from the old hands 
in describing the terrible deeds which have been wrought by that similar rules with regard to the amount of earnings of 
one workm1!.n on another, but by gathering together isolated piecework men existed throughout England, that the rules 
cases of extreme violence, and attributing th'lm all to the were a sort of tacit understanding, and that as a conse
hero. This was perhaps a necessity for the author, in order quence piecework men who had any wisdom in them gaged 
to give this book the flavor of sensation necessary to the it so as to never exceed the al:otted amount of .f time and a 
success of such works. But the excuse for the author by no half," as it is called. 
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PRACTICAL MECHANISM. 

BY JOSHUA. BOsa. 

NUlm:1!:B XLI 

TO DIVIDE A CIRCLE INTO ANY NUMBER OF EQUAL PARTS. 

When, a circle requires to be marked with a number of 
holes equidistant from each other, it is a very difficult mat
ter to set the compasses so that, commencing at any one 
point and marking off the centers of the holes continuously 
in one direction, the last c enter marked will come true with 
the one first marked: beCilUse, if the points of the compasses 
are only one half the thickness of a line out, the erIor be
comes, supposing the circle to require 60 holes around it, 60 
times as great in the distance between the center last marked 
and the starting point. 

The consequence is that it is almost impracticable to 
mark off any large number of holes in such a manner, not 
only on account of the frequent trials necessary to obtain 
so fine an adjustment of the compass points, but because 
the frequent trials will leave upon the surface pf the work 
so many compass marks that those last made become almost 
indistinguishable from the other and incorrect ones. By tbe 
following method, however, such holes may be marked off, 
sufficiently correctly for all practical purpo.ses, and more ex· 
peditiously than by any other means: 

Let us suppose that it is required to mark off 60 equidis. 
tant holes upon a circle 30 inches in diameter. Our first pro
cedure will be to ascertain at about what distance to set the 
compasses, so as to be nearly correct at the first trial. The 
most natural way would be to find the circumference of tbe 
circle, which is 94'248, and divide it by the Dumber of holes, 
60, which will give us 1 5708 as the distance between the 
centers of neighboring holes. The difficulty, however, of 
setting the compasses to the distance represented by the de
cimal fraction become 3 apparent; and though this plan gives 
as near a result as any that can be arrived at, even in those 
cases in which the diameter of the circle may contain frac
tions of an inch and the number of holes required may be an 
odd one sl,ill in the matter of our example and, in fact, in 
all circl�s Qf 

'
whatever diameter, if the ;equired number of 

holes is even, we may adopt a much better plan a� follows: 
We know that the radius of any circle will divide its cir

cumference into six equidistant points; and since we require 
ten times as many of such points, we have only to divide 
the radius of our circle into 10 equal parts to get the required 
distance, between the compass point!!, more c!orrectly than 
by any other method. In many cases a simple mental cal
culation will give us the required distance. If, for exam
ple, our 30 inch circle requires to be divided into 18 equi
distant points, we would say: If tbe udius (15 in�hes) of the 
circle gives us 6 points, one third of it, 5 inches, will give 
us 18 holes. Such instances are, however, the exceptions; 
and it is therefore necessary, in all cases where the required 
number of holes or points is an odd one, to divide the cir
cumference by their number; and if an even number be re
quired, to divide it into the radius of the circle, which may 
be d01e readily enough if the number of boles is small , but 
if they are many, the following method is the most expedi
tious: In Fig. 200, let A B represent the radius, 15 inches, of 
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means debars the artisan or trades' unionist from prOtesting At this time Tom's reflections were anything but rose
against the inj ustice he sustains at the hands of the writer, COlored, as he had commenced with the idea of being an 
whose impression on the public mind, by the description of example to other men and a student of his employers' in
such outrages, is grossly partial. terest; but although he had practically demonstrattd the 

Towards the end of the year 1860, a young man who had identity of interests of the employer and the employed, he . t our ciIcla, and therefore .the di�tanca between any two pOlU s been in business in South America and had returned to Eng- hll.d advanced sufficiently far in his programme to be on 
I i 
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when the circle is marked off int') 6 equal divisions. t s land, was re-engaged in the workshop in which he had served questionable terms with many of his fellow workmen, and 11 . t apparent, then, that each of such divisions wi leqUIre 0 hill apprenticeship; and having himself been an employer, at loggerheads with his employers. His situation, so far as 
k ft ! 1 contain ten equidistant points, which we mal O' as 0-he resolved to so perform his duties as a workman that he his personal relations with his business acquaintances were 

1 f lows: Setting the compasseR as nen 83 practicable to To 0 would prove to others that a good workman had only to study concerned, threatened ostracism; he felt almost like a crimi-
the radius of our circle, we commence at A, and mark on one the interest of his employers to secure promotion. He wished nal, and was only consoled by the consciousness that, in his 
side of the line only the line, C. and from that the hne, D, to demonstrate that employers were watchful of those who own mind, he could not believe that doing a large amount of 

k ff and so on up to G. Then recommencing at B, we mar 0 were capable and who studied their interests, that the inter· hbor for an unusu!llly small price, which is perhaps the 
h in like manner the lines, H, I, etc., up to L, and t e exact ests of the two were bound up together,and that the success most severe language in which his struggle to better his 

center between the lines, G and L, will be the tIue position of the one involved the success of the other; but alas! his condition can be termed, deserved the meted punishment. 
h h for the center hole, notwithstanding that none of t e ot er employers were a railroad company, "nd that comp�Dies have "So much work for so much money," and" the more the 

Point3 are in their proper positions, nor at proper distances DO souls was amply" proven in the sequel." L1!.bor was, in work, the more the money," sounded exceedingly well as 
d L 1 apart. We now note that, as tae lines, G an , over ap the estimation of this workman, a commodity whose value, aphorisms; but when the workmen shouted: "No extra 

one another, the compass points wele a shade too wide open. like that of any (lther article, was just what it would fetch, work, and no extra pay," and the employer added: "No 
d This defect we remedy to the best of our judgment; an its price being rt'gulated by the quantity and quality de- more pay, however much more work you may do," and 

L d G k starting from the center point, between an , we mal livered, and varying with the same. It was, therefore, not (in the same breath) "less pay for more work fvr you 
off the lines, M, N, and 0, on one side, and P, Q. and R, on very encouraging to him to be told that it did not matter how only," it became exceedingly difficult for Tom to put his 
the other. Then commencing again at A, we mark off the much work he did, nor how well he did it, and that his theory of identity of interests into any sort of practice. U V h lines, S and T, and then from B, the lines, and : t e wages at starting could not in any event exceed £1.12s per Tom found him!!elf, according to the ordinary rules of com- . . junction of the lines, T and R, forming another true �OlUt, week, for that was the highest price paid to a new hand. merce, the very worst paid man in the shop. Iu every artl-
and that of 0 and U forming another, the fifth practlcally That labor was not, therefore, the same as an article of mer· cle (as his work may be termed) he sold, he obtained a less 
true division. It will be re�dily observed that, by mB.Iking chandise, became to him at once painfully apparent; as it is priCd than any one else, and was at the same time grumbled 

l' the lines, from C to L, on one side only of the lUe repre-not a rule of trade to pay less for an article because it is the at and virtually punished by the purchaser (his employer), 
1 k senting the radius of our circle, and then subsequent y mar -lirst time you have purchased such a thin g. There was because he had so many articles to sell; while that same 

'd ing the lines, from 0 to Y, on the other side only of the sa.l nothing for it, however, but to accept the situation, and purchaser was buying the same quality and kind of Erticles 
d d 1 radius line, we keep them distinct, and are enable rea 1 y tru�t to time to obtain a higher rate of pay in the future. from others on the same spot at a much higher price. He, 

h to perceive the difference between them. For all ordinary However ,time passed,on,snd the workman found no improve. however, resolved to persevere in his course; and let t e l Purposes our compasses will now be set sufficiently exact y ; ment in his condition until at last it was decided to have futUre take care of itself, with such results as I will de-
much of the work done by piecework. Accordingly a set scribe in another letter. PIECEWORK. but if a greater number of holes be required, we make a light 

centerpunch mark at the points, A and B, and at the junc-of engine connecting rods were set aside to be fitted up by New York city. . 
1 T tion, in the center of the nearest approach of the ines, , piecework. and some dozen workmen were selected and in- • '.,. 
h l '  vited to give an estimate of what they would do the job for; A SIMPLE mode 0 roug lUg orses, prac lse lU USSla, f h· h t '  d '  R . R, 0, and U', and rubbing out or chalking over all t e lUes 

and the young man in question, whom we will CE]) Tom, consists in punching a square 0 e ln eac ee 0 e s , h 1 ·  h h 1 f th hoe save the one representing the radius, we proceed as above to 
gave the lowest bid and took the work, the price being which, in ordinary weat er, may e ep case y a plece h b k t I d b . mark out other holes to J'ustify the compass points' distance. 
sufficiently below the ordinary cost to be satisfactory to the of cork. en t e groun lS S Ippery, e cor . Wh h d ·  l' th k l'S re The centerpunch marks, however, should be made very 
managers. A set of axle boxes, other sets of rods, an move. an a s ee Sp1 e lDser e . IS S ee u d d d t 1 'k . t d If thO tIro gh ll'ghtly, and all of about one depth. If this second adjust-
!!6veral other jobs were done by Tom under similar condi- be made to fit t e o e exact y,1 remalns rm 1D 1 s p a , h h 1 l 't . fi . 't 1 ce ment is necessary, it may be concluded by commencing at A 

d . I' bl b k ff h t t th k I'k so e of and continuing on to B, so as to have the longest possible tions, he earning as much again as his day's work wages. an ls not II. e to rea 0 s or a e nec , I e  m 
h 'k 

'
distance for the J·ustification. This caused a sharp competition,as other workmen, anxious, t e screwed Spl es. 
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